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 Jesse Ross Jesse is a diversity, equity, and inclusion consultant, executive 
coach, and international speaker who has delivered over 400 speaking 
engagements at colleges, conferences, corporate and nonprofit companies, 
with a large number of Fortune 500 companies. Jesse offers trainings, 
workshops, evaluations, assessments, and strategy development for your 
school, business or organization. Jesse has been engaging his audience with 
his Morning Minute call-to-actions on his Instagram and LinkedIn page since 
before our world went into civil unrest..  
 

 
 

Thad Shunkwiler is a licensed mental health professional and works as an 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Science at Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. He has spent over 10 years treating mental health in both 
community and correctional settings. Professor Shunkwiler was appointed by 
Governor Mark Dayton to the Task Force on Medical Cannabis Research in 
2016. His research interest include how chemical use impacts mental health 
symptomology and substance use prevention. Professor Shunkwiler has spoken 
at numerous national conferences and is well known for his engaging and 
dynamic presentation style. 

 
 
 

Michael Durchslag is the Director of P.E.A.S.E. Academy (Peers Enjoying a 
Sober Education), the longest running recovery high school in the United States. 
He began working for P.E.A.S.E. in November 1995 and has been the director 
since 2007, His commitment to adolescent recovery goes beyond P.E.A.S.E. 
Academy. Michael serves on the Minneapolis College’s Advisory Board for their 
Collegiate Recovery Program, founded the state’s first Alternative Peer Group, is 
an advisor on the Coalition of Recovery Investment (CORI), he is the Vice 
Chairperson of the Association of Recovery Schools (ARS), and is part of the 
ARS Executive Council.  
 

 
 
 
 



 Jermaine Galloway is “The Tall Cop” a nationally and internationally 
recognized presenter, national award winner and author of several articles. 
Officer Galloway has been an Idaho law enforcement officer since 1997 and has 
more than 14 years experience in alcohol and drug education, enforcement and 
prevention. Officer Galloway has dedicated hundreds of hours to community 
scans, research and substance abuse identification in communities across the 
country. Officer Galloway currently provides nationwide training to coalition 
members, law enforcement, educators, youth, counselors, probation, treatment, 
health professionals, judges and community members. Over the last three years, 
Officer Galloway has trained more than 65,000 people nationwide. Once in a 

specific community, Galloway trains on several different alcohol and drug topics, including: drug 
trends, alcohol and energy drinks, underage drinking, synthetic drugs, marijuana concentrates / 
dabbing, popular culture music, EDM events, inhalants, substance abuse, party patrols, fake ID’s, e-
cigarettes and vaporizers, party drugs, over-thecounter drugs, cough medicines, herbal drugs, 
designer drugs, physical signs and symptoms, popular culture phone apps, the influence of drug 
legalization, marijuana edibles, stash compartments, drug concealment methods, alcohol and drug 
clothing, logos, and identifiers. In 2007, Officer Galloway created the Northwest Alcohol & Substance 
Abuse Conference. This is now a nationally recognized conference has quickly grown with attendees 
representing 35 different states and 2 countries. In 2009, Officer Galloway received the national 
underage drinking law enforcement officer of the year award from the OJJDP (Officer of Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention) for his efforts and strategies in underage drinking education and 
enforcement. In 2010, Officer Galloway received the national “Mickey Sadoff” underage drinking 
prevention award from MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) for his efforts in education and 
enforcement. In 2015, Officer Galloway received an international award from AAMVA (American 
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators) for his efforts in Fake ID identification, education and 
enforcement. Officer Galloway is an Idaho POST certified instructor and holds a BA from the 
University of San Francisco. 
 
 

Jane Schmid is a Career Corrections Agent with Brown County Probation, 
providing supervision of high risk/high need justice involved juveniles through 
an Intensive Supervision Probation Specialty Court program.  Jane has been 
the Intensive Supervision Program (ISP) agent for juveniles for the past 14 
years, and has also served as supervising agent/coordinator for the former 
Brown County Juvenile AOD (Alcohol and Other Drug) and Treatment 
Specialty Court.  She is a YLS/CMI and T4C (Thinking for a Change) trainer, 
has chaired the MCA Juvenile Justice Committee for the past five years and 

represents MCA on the governor’s state advisory group-Juvenile Justice Advisory Council (JJAC).  
Prior to turning to probation, Jane worked as a Licensed Social Worker in children’s mental health and 
child welfare/protection in Nicollet and Sibley Counties for nearly 10 years, and has experience in 
residential care with the Sheriff’s Youth Programs of MN and The Bridge of Runaway Youth in 
Minneapolis.  Jane is a 1993 graduate of St. Thomas University with a BA in Social Work.  She is 
dedicated to working with youth in need, with a focus on mental and chemical health issues with a 
special emphasis in creating a unified effort with other corrections organizations toward juvenile 
justice legislative change.  Jane was the 2019 recipient of the MCA Professional Achievement: Field 
Services award and current President of MCA for 2022. 
 
Sarah Miller is a Juvenile Probation Agent in Blue Earth County. She has been a YLS/CMI 2.0 
Trainer since 2016 and a Master YLS/CMI 2.0 Trainer since 2022. 
 
 



 Carrie Stumne is a Project Director at Strategic Technologies Inc. (STI), 
the provider of development and support services for the CSTS 
application. As a Project Director at STI, Carrie oversees development 
projects for STI’s criminal justice application practice and is one of the lead 
technical architects of CSTS. She has 19 years of experience with CSTS and 
24 total years of experience within the software industry. She is a frequent 
presenter at CSTS training sessions and at Probation Delivery 
System Conferences. Ms. Stumne is a graduate of the University of Saint 
Thomas.    
 

 
Christopher Stolan received a BA in Legal Studies from the University of Wisconsin-Superior in 
2017, and has worked the last five years as a Corrections Agent in Pine County. Christopher 
supervised a low supervision caseload from 2017 to 2020, prior to transitioning to juvenile 
supervision. Christopher became an LS/CMI trainer in 2019, engaging in numerous refresher and 
initial LS/CMI training sessions. Christopher has also served as a member of the MACPO 
communications committee since 2021. In his spare time, Christopher enjoys fishing, pheasant 
hunting with his English Setter, Dixie, and spending time with his family.  
 
Tom Eibes is a Case Worker at the Minnesota Correctional Facility – St. Cloud.  He is also a Senior 
Adjunct Faculty at St. Cloud State University, teaching various courses since 2008.  He is an LS/CMI 
Trainer and has been involved in evidence based practices training for many years.  Tom has served 
in numerous roles in his 28 years with the DOC. 
 
 


